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"An unpleasant
book about
unpleasant boys 
at an unpleasant
school."

- George Sampson, critic

BASED ON THE
NOVEL BY
RUDYARD KIPLING.
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“Only a perusal of
the whole work
would convey to the
reader its truly
repulsive character.
The vulgarity, the
brutality, the
savagery... reeks on
every page." 

- Robert Buchanan, critic
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Introduction
STALKY & CO. is a 12-episode drama inspired
by Rudyard Kipling's (in)famous school stories.

The year is 1881. The setting is the United Services College, an all-boys boarding
school in the seaside village of Westward, Ho!, England.

Our main characters are a rebellious trio of boys named Stalky, Beetle, and
McTurk. The series follows the boys' adolescent struggles against patriotism and
authority, as well as the masters tasked with keeping them in line.
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Enroll in
the United
Services
College.
Here at the "Coll.," academics are rigorous, games compulsory,
and cruelty rampant among pupils and masters alike.



You'll begin in the Lower
School. Your peers will
help you adjust to your
new life as a colleger.

Boys in the upper school
receive study privileges to
ensure admission to the
Royal Military Academy.
The majority of students
will follow their fathers in
the army.
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Rugby is mandatory for the fall and
winter terms. You'll play cricket in
the spring and summer.

The British Army has long believed that
sport prepares soldiers for combat by
increasing fitness, channelling aggression,
and focusing the mind.

Sport serves to strengthen the ties
between troops, instilling discipline and
readiness to serve a common cause.
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As at virtually all
boarding schools of
this era, corporal
punishment will be
enforced through
strokes of the cane.

Heed your masters
and superiors, as
they are "in loco
parentis."
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Series
Overview

The series' setting, plot lines, and dialogue are heavily inspired by Kipling's
writing. However, the character arcs and narrative themes take entirely
new directions by the end of the series.

The series has a film-like structure with a definitive beginning, middle, and
end. There are 12 episodes total, with run times between 25-35 minutes.

A  S T O R Y  A B O U T  C H I L D R E N  T H A T  I S
A N Y T H I N G  B U T  C H I L D I S H .



The chubby and bookish Beetle has
always been an easy target for
bullying. His father died when he was
young, resulting in a simplistic view of
manhood.   He defines himself by his
loyalty to McTurk and Stalky, but
gradually learns to think for himself.
Eventually, Beetle finds a courage he
never knew he had. He carves a
separate path for himself, even though
it means  leaving the only friends he's
ever known.
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Our Trio

Stalky is Beetle's best friend. He's
clever, wily, and has an equal knack
for getting out of trouble as much as
he gets into it. Stalky is emotional,
precocious, and romantic. He suffers
from depressive sulks and harbors a
deep-seated desire to know his
absentee father stationed in Bombay.
Stalky develops crushes on older boys
at the Coll. Afraid of his own feelings,
Stalky retreats into the world of
adventure and chaos. 

The scrawny, black-haired McTurk
has a cool, stoic exterior with a fiery,
passionate core. Born in Ireland but
raised in a series of British boarding
schools, McTurk has always had two
battling identities. Turkey possesses an
invincible detachment towards all the
world and a tongue dropped in Irish
blue acid. He lives and loves to destroy
illusions, yet he reaches for beauty. 



The Story
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E P I S O D E S  1 - 3

Here at the Coll., classrooms are cheerless. Life is dictated to the
minute. And masters lurk around every corner waiting to cane
disobedient boys. 

The chubby and bookish BEETLE owes his survival to his
friends: trickster STALKY and wise-cracking MCTURK. Each
day is dedicated to clever hijinks and skivving off schoolwork
and games. But graduation looms and threatens to separate the
band of brothers forever.

Beetle devises a plan for the trio to get into the Royal Military
Academy together. They must improve their grades, sidestep
any trouble with their Housemaster PROUT and belligerent
Latin master KING, and avoid expulsion from HEADMASTER
BATES. This proves more and more difficult as Stalky cooks up
increasingly risky and ingenius pranks for their vicious peers

At the start of the winter term, a day boy contracts diptheria and
is quarantined in a nearby village.

Meanwhile, 18 year old CRANDALL MINOR visits the Coll. for the
annual alumni rugby match. One night, Crandall relays the
tragedy of having one of his fellow classmates die in his arms on a
foreign battlefield. While Stalky and McTurk are impressed,
Beetle is left deeply disturbed.

E P I S O D E S  4 - 6

For the first time in his life, Beetle begins to question British
Imperialism, a system he and his friends have been born and bred
to uphold. At the same time, Stalky is filled with a newfound
patriotism and convinces other students to establish a cadet-
corps.

When the day boy is close to death, Bates risks his own life to
save the boy by sucking the diptheria out with a metal tube. News
of this heroic act reaches Beetle, and  he begins to wonder if Bates
does in fact hate boys as much as previously thought.

and Draconian superiors. One day, the trio lure Prout and King into a  comical social trap. Even
though the boys have a perfect alibi, Bates canes them for their gloating and insolence. Beetle
wonders why Bates, who obviously hates children, would decide to work in a school.
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Stalky is busy with the cadet-corps and prep for the army
entrance exam. Meanwhile, King gives Beetle extra reading
assignments, and Bates supplies Beetle with unlimited access to his
personal library. Bates also makes inquiries in London for Beetle to
become a journalist upon graduation.

Beetle realizes that he and his friends have been cruel to their
peers, and even more frequently to each other. Beetle grows
haunted by one question: Will he follow the only friendship he's
ever known into Queen Victoria's Army, or will he go his own way
into an uncertain future? 

E P I S O D E S  7 - 9

E P I S O D E S  1 0 - 1 2

The final straw occurs when Stalky and McTurk make the reckless decision to duel  three other
students  on the sand dunes using Salinger pistols. Despite Beetle's fearful protests, his friends force
him to participate. Following the traumatizing experience, Beetle decides not to go up for the army.
Instead, he takes a journalist post Bates secures for him. Stalky interprets the decision as nothing less
than a betrayal, and the friends go their separate ways.

10 YEARS LATER: Beetle (whose Christian name is REGGIE) is a
bachelor journalist in London. However, he is restless and
depressed from a lack of purpose. Bates invites Reggie to the Coll.,
in desperate need of a substitute master. Reggie is reluctant at first,
but eventually accepts a short-term position. Bates hosts Reggie for
tea in his study each night, and  Reggie gains deeper insight into
Bates' trials as Headmaster.

5 YEARS LATER: Bates has died, and Reggie is Headmaster. Reggie
abolishes corporal punishment from the Coll., a decision that makes
him unpopular with masters and parents alike. One day, Stalky (a
decorated officer) enrolls his son LIONEL at the Coll. Though he
disagrees with Reggie's pacifism, Stalky trusts Reggie with Lionel's
care.  Reggie keeps a watchful eye over Lionel during his schooling.
Lionel is prone to sulks just like his father, but shows an interest in
rugby and botany.

5 YEARS LATER: The day before Lionel's graduation, Lionel comes to Reggie and asks about his
father's childhood. Reggie realizes that Stalky is a stranger to his son, and vise versa. Reggie recounts
the story of his and Stalky's youth for Lionel. Lionel graduates the next day, uncertain if he will go up
for the army or not. On the eve of World War I, Reggie expresses his hope that the cycle of violence
will one day be abolished.

EPILOGUE: In the early 1950s, Lionel (now nearing 50) is a botanist studying orchids in Venezuela. He
discovers a new monotypic genus of flowering plant and decides to name  it "Stalkya muscicola."
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S T A L K Y A
M U S C I C O L A

Common Name:  The Moss-Loving Stalkya 

Flower Size .2" [5 mm] 

Found in Merida Venezuela on tree
trunks amongst mosses at elevations of
3000 to 3100 meters. A rare mini-
miniature sized, cold growing epiphyte
with an ovoid, finely pubescent, reclining
tuber without roots. Stem is erect and
carries a single green base leaf that b
giving rise to an erect stem  carrying
several flowered inflorescence. 

Named after the orchidologist G. C. K.
"Stalky" Dunsterville, son of Lionel
Dunsterville, who inspired the character
"Stalky" in Kipling's collection of school
stories Stalky & Co.

Source: (Garay & Dunst.) Garay & Dunst. 1979;
*Spiranthes muscicola Garay & Dunst. 1966.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G._C._K._Dunsterville
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalky_%26_Co
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Main Themes

A number of themes from the novel carry into this
series adaptation, including gallows humor, obsession
with word-play and wit, and questioning authority.
However, the series' core is the unbreakable bonds of
childhood friendship.

But no one stays young forever. The second half of
the series explores the pain of growing apart from
friends as one matures and eventually decides ones
own path in life.
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Milieu & Music
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The series will have a cinematic scope. The
costuming, set design, and dialogue will reflect
the time period, while its themes remain
universal and timeless

The soundtrack will be orchestral and
classical, but with a contemporary pulse.
Think Michael Nyman's Gattaca score, or 
 Recomposed by Max Richter: Vivaldi - The
Four Seasons.



The school life of Dead
Poet's Society.

The  friendships,
adventures, and

harrowing violence of
Stand by Me.

And the anti-war themes
of All Quiet on the
Western Front.
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Comparisons



Look Book
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HISTORICAL
CONTEXT
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Trapped in Time
T H E  V I C T O R I A N  E R A :  1 8 3 7 - 1 9 0 1

Officer trainees drill outside the Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst.
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There is not one decade
of Victoria’s 63 year
reign that did not see
violent conflict from the
British Empire. Conflict
occurred most notably in
India, China, Afghanistan,
South Africa, Egypt, and
New Zealand.

This series critiques the engines of war, capitalism and
imperialism, as well as the indoctrination of male youth
necessary to sustain these systems.



Rudyard Kipling was one of the most gifted story-tellers of the late-Victorian era. However,
he was also a product of his time. He was an imperialist who believed in spreading Western
ideals to foreign nations, which he viewed as inherently lesser. His writing, though brilliant,
is wrought with reverence for military virtue and colonialist arrogance.

But this series isn't meant to glorify Kipling. Rather, it uses his own childhood stories as a
framework for questioning the very propaganda he was raised on. This adaptation of
Stalky & Co. turns a novel that celebrates war and imperialism into a series that
interrogates its very existence.

There's reason to believe Kipling would approve of this approach if he were alive today.

In 1915, Kipling would have his only son Jack die in WWI. The same man that famously
wrote "The White Man's Burden" and "If-", would later write in his Epitaphs of War:

The Kipling Question

"If any question why we died,
Tell them, because our fathers lied."
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“They took up room on tables that I
wanted for writing, they broke into my
reveries; mocked my gods; stole, pawned,
or sold my outlying or neglected
possessions . . .

. . . and I could not have gone a week
without them, nor they without me.”

- Kipling on the
friends who inspired
the characters
Stalky and McTurk
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nicolelynn135@gmail.com
860.713.964O

Personal
Coverfly

Contact

https://nicolelynncohen.com/
https://writers.coverfly.com/profile/writer-dd8ed98a4-38815?utm_source=screencraft&utm_campaign=ScreenCraft+Short+Film+Screenplay+Competition+%282022%29+Quarterfinalists&utm_medium=blog

